
First, we sincerely thank all reviewers for their thoughtful comments and suggestions. In the following, we will first1

respond to the common suggestions from all three reviewers, and then answer specific questions from each reviewer.2

Balance between theoretical analysis and empirical evaluation: The key motivation of this work is to investigate3

the value of generative adversarial training for model-based reinforcement learning (RL) with offline data, especially4

how the discriminator could help control bias in the estimated model. Hence, we put an emphasis on the theoretical5

analysis when organizing this paper. But we also agree that some intermediate theoretical derivations can be moved6

to the supplementary file to save more space for experiment results and analysis. We will reorganize this paper with7

increased content on empirical evaluations (e.g., adding a simulation-based study) in our revision.8

More empirical evaluations: Our theoretical analysis and reported offline experiments confirm that the proposed9

approach controls bias in model-based RL and leads to better recommendation quality. But we acknowledge that more10

datasets/settings can give a more comprehensive understanding of our approach. Subject to the complexity and difficulty11

of deploying a recommender system with real users for online evaluation, we plan to include simulation-based studies12

to further investigate the effectiveness of our approach, if this paper got accepted. For example, following [1,2], we can13

simulate a recommendation environment based on observed user click data; and in this case, we can definitely simulate14

the environment based on more datasets.15

Statistical significance: We will report the variance and statistical significance of our empirical results in our revision.16

Responses to Reviewer 1:17

Serve as an online recommender: Our theoretical analysis shows that the proposed approach controls bias in model-18

based RL, and our empirical results on a large-scale offline recommendation dataset confirm the effectiveness of our19

approach. These shed light on the approach’s effectiveness as an online recommender. We also believe that, arguably,20

a more direct proof of an RL algorithm’s effectiveness is the real-world deployment, despite its difficulty in getting21

the real user population. We plan to follow [1,2] to further evaluate our solution and its potential for future real-world22

online deployment.23

Challenge in combining the model-based RL and adversarial training: The key challenge is how to design the24

discriminator for bias control. In our approach, the discriminator is utilized for two purposes: a) generating sequences25

similar to offline data, and b) reweighting rewards for value estimation. Without reweighting, higher bias could be26

introduced in the value estimation. And regularizing the generation of similar sequences ensures pg ≈ pdata(pg is the27

simplified notation of Pg(τ), where τ is the sequence), and thus δ2 = 1− (pπθa /pg)(pg/pdata) ≈ 1− pπθa /pg . As a28

result, if the learnt interactive model is effective (pπθa ≈ pg), δ2 would be small. Smaller δ2 leads to less biased value29

estimation. These two factors help control bias in value estimation for model-based RL.30
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Thanks for your helpful suggestions. Please refer to Line 9-15 for our responses to possible new empirical evaluations.32

Responses to Reviewer 3:33

Dataset split: Sorry for the confusing description of our dataset split, and we will definitely clarify this in our revision.34

Our notion of the training dataset (65,284 sessions) actually included both training data (61,847 sessions) and validation35

data (3,437 sessions, the same size as the testing set). All models’ parameters (ours and baselines’) were tuned on the36

validation set. The performance on the testing set was reported in our paper.37

Case study: Our PGUD recommends items based on both long-term rewards and users’ behaviors (clicks). This may38

cost its worse performance on some sequences which have high repetitions, since most repetitions are associated with39

zero rewards in our offline data. Here we list one case study as our error analysis. For a session with clicks {29261,40

29261, 29261} and rewards {1, 1, 1}, LSTM recommended item 29261 (ranked within top-10) after the second click41

while PGUD did not at all. This is because LSTM ranks items only by user clicks and it favors repetitions. But in our42

offline data, repeated items are mostly linked with zero rewards; and thus PGUD did not promote item 29261, as its43

predicted value is low. However, as we reported in the experiment results, PGUD had a better overall recommendation44

quality: more than 70% time PGUD ranked rewarded items higher than LSTM, and 55% time PGUD ranked rewarded45

items higher than policy gradient(PG).46

Limitations: As a model-based RL solution, bias is always its intrinsic limitation. Since our focus is on offline model47

estimation, the issue becomes even more serious. Our work utilizes adversarial training to control bias, but cannot48

completely remove it. As our future work, it is necessary to incorporate other off-policy evaluation methods, such as49

inverse propensity reweighting and doubly robust estimation, to better balance the bias and variance trade-off in offline50

RL. It is also necessary to combine our offline learning with online RL methods to best utilize the available data.51
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